
RCA® TV/VCR combos go so many places.
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RCA 20" TV & 4 -head VCR with AccuSearch-
T20064. Dark -tint, high -contrast picture tube for outstanding picture quality.
AccuSearch " 4 -head VCR displays superior, jitter -free special effects. Commercial
countdown timer returns TV to original channel, so other channels can be browsed
during program breaks. Auto Clock Set'-no more flashing "12:00". Real-time
counter displays the actual length of playing/recording time. Zero search makes it easy
to watch a tape segment several times. NITEgle backlit remote for viewing at night.
Programmable sleep and alarm timers. Audio/video inputs and headphone jack.
183/4 x 19 x 18" RP 16-3302 299.99
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13" TV/VCR for home or car
T13082. AC/DC operation lets you power it from home AC or vehicle DC. Sleep timer
turns TV off after a preset time. Alarm timer turns TV on so you can wake to your
favorite morning program. Commercial Skip lets you browse other channels during
commercial breaks. VCR with auto head cleaner. Index search lets you locate the start
of a recording. Zero search makes it easy to watch a tape segment several times.
NITEglo" backlit remote with sleep timer button. Front and rear audio/video inputs.
Headphone jack. Timer backup. 15x 15x 151h" . 16-3304 249.99

Home or Office,
Kitchen or Car,
The Show Goes On

AC/DC 9" TV/VCR for home, car or office
109082. Sized right for dorm room, sales presentations or travel-includes home
AC and vehicle DC power cords. Built-in VCR with real-time counter displays exactly
how long the tape has played or recorded to make locating segments easier.
Programmable sleep and alarm timers. Zero search allows quick return to a timer
counter reading of "0:00:00"-convenient for watching a segment of tape several
times. Easy on -screen menus Includes remote, audio/video inputs and headphone
jack. Time backup protects memory up to one minute after power loss. 13x
12'h x 1418 . RSSP 16-445 279.99
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13" TV/VCR combo is ideal for the kitchen
113072. Base swivels for easy positioning. Easy -clean white remote has a hoop
hanger-hang it out of your way. High -contrast picture tube increases contrast
under bright room conditions. Built-in VCR with automatic head cleaner features
programmable timer for clock, sleep and alarm timers. Front and rear audio/video
inputs. Headphone jack. Timer backup saves settings up to one minute after power
loss-comes in handy if plug is accidentally tugged out of outlet. Convenient carry
hand holes. 15x 15x 15'h" RSSP 16-3301 209.99

*Auto Clock Set may not be available in all areas. See store for details. TV screens measured diagonally; simulated reception.
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Copies of available warranties are available upon request at stores For inspection before
sale, or by writing Customer Relations, 200 Taylor Street Suite 600, Fort Worth, TX 76102


